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a b s t r a c t 

M 3 A 2 X phases, named 321 phases, are an atypical series of MAX phases featuring in the MA-triangular- 

prism bilayers, with the A = As/P, exhibiting excellent elastic properties. This work systematically studies 

the thermal expansion properties of 321 phases. We found their average linear thermal expansion co- 

efficients (TECs), αL = 5-6 μK 

–1 , are the lowest among the reported values of MAX phases. The lowest 

average TEC was found in Nb 3 As 2 C ( αa = 4.46(4) μK 

–1 , αc = 5.09(4) μK 

–1 , αL = 5.09(4) μK 

–1 ). The 

average TEC and anisotropy factor ( αc / αa ) of Nb 3 As 2 C and Nb 3 P 2 C were lower than the ones of the cor- 

responding 211 phases. The best isotropy performance was found in Nb 3 P 2 C ( αc / αa = 1.11). Moreover, 

our first-principles calculations demonstrate that the weaker chemical bonding between Nb-As/P than 

Nb-C induces thermal expansion in M 3 A 2 X phases. Furthermore, a relatively weaker anharmonic effect 

in 321 phases than in the 211 phases was revealed by the as-calculated average Grüneisen parameters, 

which account for the lower TECs in 321 phases. The low TECs and enhanced thermal isotropy make 

321 phases outstanding among MAX phases, which could be sound candidates for varying-temperature 

structural-functional components. 

© 2023 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The editorial office of Journal of Materials Science & 

Technology. 
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. Introduction 

MAX phases [1–3] are a series of layered ceramics in a gen- 

ral chemical formula of M n + 1 AX n , in which M = transition metals, 

 = main group elements, X = C/N/B, and n = 1–6. With more and

ore new MAX phases being discovered, including MAX borides 

4–10] , high/middle-entropy MAX phases [11–15] , and so on, the 

AX phases have been expanded to a big family with more than 

60 members. Due to their layered biomimetic microstructure like 

balone, superior mechanical properties were found in them [16] . 

eanwhile, due to the coexistence of good performance [ 16 , 17 ] on

hermal stability and electrical/thermal conductivity, MAX phases 

how promising application prospects as structural and functional 

aterials [ 16 , 18 ]. Generally, the structure of MAX phases can be

egarded as an alternating stacking of single MA-layer and n -layers 
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f MX-layers [19] . The most common MAX phases are 211, 312, and 

13 phases [ 1 , 2 ], which are named based on the number of contin-

ously stacked MX-layers. Meanwhile, when the M site is occupied 

y two different metal atoms, ordering arrangement and superlat- 

ice can be found in them [ 20 , 21 ]. 

In 2019, a series of atypical MAX phases [19] , named 321 phases 

ith A = As/P, was discovered, including Nb 3 As 2 C, Nb 3 P 2 C, V 3 As 2 C,

nd Ta 3 P 2 C. In contrast to the single-layered MA layer in other 

AX phases, the MA-triangular-prism layers of 321 phases are in a 

ace-sharing bi-layered form. Superior elastic properties [ 19 , 22–24 ] 

f As/P-containing MAX phases were found, including large bulk 

odulus according to the high-pressure X-ray diffraction studies, 

nd elastic properties based on theoretical calculations. Regarding 

he thermal expansion properties of As/P-containing MAX phases, 

nly a 211 phase Nb 2 AsC has been studied experimentally. The 

trong anisotropy ( αc / αa = 3.66) and low thermal expansion co- 

fficient (5.47(1) μK 

–1 ) in Nb 2 AsC, make it outstanding among 

AX phases. While the effects of the unique MA-bilayers of As/P- 

ontaining 321 phases on their thermal expansion properties are 
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Fig. 1. The crystal structure of 211 and 321 MAX phases. 
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till unclear, experimental investigations are also needed to reveal 

heir application prospects in varying temperature environments. 

Here, we performed varying-temperature powder X-ray diffrac- 

ion (XRD), and first-principles calculations, to reveal the influence 

f the introduction of MA-triangular-prism bilayers on the thermal 

xpansion properties of 321 phases. We found the thermal expan- 

ion coefficients of 321 phases, in the range of 5-6 μK 

–1 , which are

he lowest among the MAX phase family. Opposite to the larger 

lastic anisotropy in 321 phases, the thermal anisotropy of 321 

hases is smaller than 211 phases. A typical example is Nb 3 As 2 C, 

c / αa = 1.44, much lower than that of Nb 2 AsC ( αc / αa = 3.66). Ac-

ording to the bond distance analysis, thermal expansions of 321 

hases are dominated by the dilation of the M-A (M1-A, M2-A) 

onds, in which the bonding strength between M2-A is stronger 

han M1-A. Furthermore, based on quasi-harmonic approximation, 

e make further insight into the origin of the excellent thermal 

xpansion properties of As/P-containing MAX phases. A relatively 

eaker anharmonic effect was found in 321 phases than in 211 

hases, as indicated by the Grüneisen parameters, which should 

e the underlying reason for the lower thermal expansion behav- 

or of 321 phases. Our work revealed the superior thermal expan- 

ion properties of 321 phases and the underlying mechanism be- 

ind them, experimentally and theoretically, which is helpful for 

heir further application studies on the varying temperature uses. 

. Experimental details 

Sample preparation: Samples were prepared by both the solid- 

tate synthesis method and the molten-salt synthesis method as 

eported in previous works [ 19 , 25 ]. 

XRD characterizations: Low-temperature XRD patterns of 

b 3 As 2 C and Nb 3 P 2 C in the temperature range of 10–300 K

ere collected in a NEW Cryostat chamber (CRT-006-H5RD, Ul- 

ac Cryogenics) with a controllable temperature range of 4 K 

o 300 K ± 0.2 K equipped on a Rigaku SmartLab9kW with Cu 

 α radiation, in which the temperature sensor is on the top of 

he sample. A radiation shield was equipped inside the vacuum 

hamber. The high-temperature powder XRD patterns of Nb 3 As 2 C, 

b 3 P 2 C, and Ta 3 P 2 C were collected by a Rigaku SmartLab diffrac-

ometer with Cu K α radiation (Cu K α1 : 1.5406 Å, K α2 : 1.54 4 4 Å)

quipped with an Anton Paar TTK 600 chamber and a germanium 

onochromator in a reflection mode. A constant temperature was 

aintained for more than half an hour before each powder X-ray 

iffraction (PXRD) measurement, and a 3 °C min 

–1 heating rate 

as applied between the different measurements. After that, the 

eight of the sample was adjusted for consistent alignment before 

ach measurement. We noticed that the setting temperature 

ay significantly differ from the actual sample temperature for 

igh-temperature measurements. Herein, we made a temperature 

orrection by measuring a standard silicon sample in the same 

easurement configuration, then taking the as-measured lattice 

arameters of the silicon standard sample to refer to the pre- 

iously reported lattice parameter of silicon [26] . Therefore, the 

ifference between the setting temperature and actual temper- 

ture was corrected, as shown in Fig. S1 in the Supplementary 

aterial. 

Phase/structure analysis: Multi-phase Rietveld refinements [27–

9] were applied to determine the lattice parameters, atomic posi- 

ions, and the phase content in the mole ratio of each as-identified 

hase by using the FULLPROF program suite [30] . 

First-principles calculations: The density functional theory (DFT) 

alculations were carried out by the Vienna Ab initio Simula- 

ion Package (VASP) [ 31 , 32 ] with the projector augmented wave 

PAW) [33] pseudopotentials and the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzer- 

of (PBE) [34] for the exchange-correlation functional. The cutoff

nergy for the plane wave expansion was 500 eV, and the Bril- 
211 
ouin zones were sampled by a Monkhorst and Pack [35] k -point 

esh 0.02 × 2 π Å 

–1 in the self-consistent calculation. The self- 

onsistent field procedure was considered converged when the en- 

rgy difference between two consecutive cycles was lower than 

0 –6 eV. Atomic positions and lattice parameters were relaxed un- 

il all the forces were less than 10 –3 eV Å 

–1 . The Crystal Orbital

amilton Population (COHP) analysis was carried out with the 

OBSTER package [ 36 , 37 ]. Charge density difference was obtained 

y subtracting the free atomic electron densities from that of the 

rystals. Phonon dispersions were calculated with quasi-harmonic 

pproximation as implemented by the Phonopy package [38] . The 

rüneisen parameters γqυ for each phonon modes ν at q point 

as calculated by γqν = − V 
ω qν

d ω qν
d V 

. Then the average Grüneisen pa- 

ameters was obtained by ( 
∑ 

qν
γqν ) /n qν , where n qv is the sum of q

oints and phonon modes. 

. Results and discussion 

The crystal structure of the 211 and 321 MAX phases is shown 

n Fig. 1 . In contrast to the only one M atomic site in 211 phases,

here are two kinds of M atomic sites, M1 and M2, in 321 phases 

ith different chemical environments. M2 atoms are coordinated 

y six A atoms in a triangular-prism form, while one M1 atom is 

oordinated by three carbon atoms and three A atoms in an octa- 

edron form. 

PXRD of 321 phases at various temperatures was collected. By 

sing the crystal structure ( P 6 3 /mmc ) as shown in Fig. 1 , the Ri-

tveld refinement was performed on each XRD pattern. The XRD 

atterns of Nb 3 As 2 C in selected diffraction angles at high and low 

emperatures, as shown in Fig. 2 . A detailed room-temperature re- 

nement results of Nb 3 As 2 C is given in Fig. S2, with reliability pa-

ameters R p = 4.50%, R wp = 7.08%. Moreover, the XRD patterns in 

hole measured diffraction angles are given in Figs. S3 and S4. As 

hown by the colored solid lines in Fig. 2 , the fitted patterns are

ell in line with the experimental results. With the rising temper- 

ture, the peaks of (100), (105), and (110) shifted to smaller 2 θ an- 

les suggesting an increase in lattice parameters. The detailed XRD 

atterns and refinement results of Nb 3 P 2 C and Ta 3 P 2 C are shown

n Figs. S5–S14. 

Based on the Rietveld refinements, the variations of lattice pa- 

ameters as a function of temperature are summarized in Fig. 3 . As 

hown in Fig. 3 (a), the lattice parameters of Nb 3 As 2 C obey a clas-

ical thermal expansion behavior. At low temperatures, the lattice 

arameters ( a, c ) change slightly with the temperature increase. At 
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Fig. 2. Temperature-dependent XRD patterns of Nb3As2C. (a) XRD patterns col- 

lected at high temperatures (300–663 K). (b) XRD patterns collected at low tem- 

peratures (10–300 K). The colored cycles are the experimental data, and the solid 

lines are the calculated patterns from Rietveld refinements. 
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igher temperatures (200–663 K), a and c are almost linearly pos- 

tively dependent on the temperature. The lattice parameters are 

 = 3.35690(1) Å, c = 18.6773(3) Å at 10 K, while they expand to

 = 3.35993(3) Å and c = 18.70037(24) Å at room temperature and 

urther increase to a = 3.3653(1) Å, c = 18.7432(2) Å at 663 K. 

By using a linear fit of the temperature dependence of lattice 

arameters, the TECs of the as-prepared MAX phases were given 

y α = 

k 
l 0 

, in which k = d l/ d T is the slope of the as-fitted lines, l

s the lattice parameter, and l 0 is the lattice parameter at 300 K. 

onsequently, the TEC along the a and c directions, αa and αc , are 

btained. The average linear TEC is derived by αL = (2 αa + αc )/3. 

he TECs of 321 phases and the related As/P-containing 211 phases, 

re determined by the same method and summarized in Table 1 

longside the reported value of Nb 2 AsC [39] . 

Compared with the TECs of Nb 2 AsC ( αa = 2.9(1) μK 

–1 , 

c = 10.6(1) μK 

–1 ) [39] , the value of Nb 3 As 2 C along the a di-

ection ( αa = 4.46(4) μK 

–1 ) is enhanced by ∼54%, while the 

ne along the c direction ( αc = 6.35(5) μK 

–1 ) is significantly re- 

uced by ∼40%. Furthermore, the average linear TEC, αL = 5.09(4) 

K 

–1 , is ∼7% smaller than the one in Nb 2 AsC (5.47(1) μK 

–1 ) [39] ,
ig. 3. Thermal expansion of 321 phases. The lattice parameter c normalized to their low

attice parameter a normalized to their lowest measured value of (b) Nb3As2C, (d) Nb3P2

212 
hich is also the lowest among the measured MAX phases in 

his work. On the other hand, the thermal expansion anisotropy 

s valued by αc / αa = 1.42, much smaller than the one of Nb 2 AsC 

 αc / αa = 3.66). Based on the above comparison between Nb 3 AsC 

nd Nb 2 AsC, we found that Nb 3 As 2 C has a lower TEC and better

sotropy. 

In the case of Nb 3 P 2 C, the temperature dependence of the 

attice parameter also shows a similar behavior as the one in 

b 3 As 2 C. Both αa = 5.18(7) μK 

–1 and αc = 5.74(7) μK 

–1 are lower 

han the ones in Nb 2 PC ( αa = 5.56(8) μK 

–1 , αc = 6.61(7) μK 

–1 ).

he αL is 5.37(7) μK 

–1 which is ∼9% less than the one in Nb 2 PC 

5.91(10) μK 

–1 ). The isotropy in Nb 3 P 2 C ( αc / αa = 1.11) was slightly

mproved compared with Nb 2 PC ( αc / αa = 1.19) but does not show 

uch a significant difference between Nb 3 As 2 C and Nb 2 AsC. 

It should be noted that the 211 phase has never been reported 

n the Ta-P-C system; only the 321 phase Ta 3 P 2 C has been syn- 

hesized. Therefore, the comparison cannot be applied in the Ta- 

-C system. The direction dependent TEC are αa = 4.97(4) μK 

–1 , 

c = 5.59(5) μK 

–1 . The average TEC is 5.17(5) μK 

–1 . The value of 

c / αa = 1.12 in Ta 3 P 2 C is close to that in Nb 3 P 2 C, indicating the

ell thermal isotropy of it. 

As summarized in Table 1 , the average TECs As/P-containing 

AX phases are in the range of 5–6 μK 

–1 . Here we collected 

he reported linear TECs and the anisotropy factor of other 

AX phases [ 39 , 43–57 ], measured by XRD or neutron diffrac- 

ion. We noticed some compounds have various reported values 

ith small/large differences, which should be caused by the dif- 

erent measurement conditions, including the accuracy of the as- 

etermined temperatures and the temperature range for the linear 

t. The detailed values of each phase, the linear-fit temperature 

ange, and the characterization method are summarized in Table 

2. As shown in Fig. 4 , the anisotropy factors of most MAX phases

re in the range of 0.5–1.5, while Nb 2 AsC V 2 GeC, and Nb 2 SnC show

bnormally strong anisotropy [39] . As shown by the red circle on 

he left-down corner, the TECs of As/P-containing MAX phases re- 

earched in this work are the lowest among reported MAX phases, 

nd the anisotropy factors are close to 1.0, revealing the outstand- 

ng thermal isotropy performance of them, especially for Nb 3 P 2 C 

nd Ta 3 P 2 C. 

According to the Rietveld refinement results of single-phase 

b As C and Nb P C, the bond lengths between Nb1-C, Nb1-A, 
est measured value of (a) Nb3As2C, (c) Nb3P2C, (e) Ta3P2C, and (g) Nb3P2C. The 

C, (f) Ta3P2C, and (h) Nb2PC. 
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Table 1 

TECs derived by linear fits in the temperature range of (200–663 K), and anisotropy factor of As/P-containing MAX phases. The last 

column is the source of the data. 

Formula αa ( μK –1 ) αc ( μK –1 ) a L ( μK –1 ) αc / αa k c /k a E a / E c A U Refs. 

Nb 3 As 2 C 4.46(4) 6.35(5) 5.09(4) 1.42 0.47 0.98 0.62 This work 

0.51 0.85 0.72 [19] 

0.60 0.95 0.55 [40] 

Nb 3 P 2 C 5.18(7) 5.74(7) 5.37(7) 1.11 0.54 0.89 0.45 This work 

0.56 0.96 0.41 [19] 

0.54 0.94 0.43 [40] 

Ta 3 P 2 C 4.97(4) 5.58(5) 5.17(5) 1.12 0.41 0.90 0.71 This work 

0.48 0.94 0.43 [19] 

0.52 0.95 0.42 [40] 

Nb 2 AsC 0.64 1.19 0.50 This work 

2.9(1) c 10.6(1) c 5.47(1) c 3.66 c 0.62 1.23 0.55 [39] 

Nb 2 PC 5.56(8) 6.61(14) 5.91(10) 1.19 0.71 1.16 0.37 [41] 

0.65 1.07 0.35 [42] 

Fig. 4. The comparison of the average thermal expansion coefficient and the 

anisotropy factor (ac/aa) between the As/P-containing MAX phases and other MAX 

phases [ 39 , 43–57 ] obtained by diffraction methods. The red circle marks the data 

reported in this work. Some data are contributed by solid-solution samples, and the 

value x is in the range of 0–1. 
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nd Nb2-A, where A = As/P, can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 5 (a),

he bond length d Nb1-C does not change significantly with in- 

reasing temperature, ranging from 2.235 to 2.240 Å. The vari- 

tions of d Nb1-As and d Nb2-As show a compensating effect, and 

t seems that d Nb1-As varied more significantly than the d Nb2-As 

onds. While we think it should be carefully discussed because 

 Nb1-As and d Nb2-As are sensitive to the atomic position of A 

toms. The average distance between M and A was calculated by 

 M- A = ( d M1- A + d M2-A )/2. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), the d Nb-As al-

ost linearly increases with the rising temperature. According to 

he linear-fit result, the TECs of d Nb-As and d Nb-C , are equal to 

Nb-As = 6.64(5) μK 

–1 and αNb-C = 3.0(8) μK 

–1 , respectively. Sim- 

lar results were found in Nb 3 P 2 C, in which αNb- P = 2.5(11) μK 

–1 ,

Nb-C = 7.55(7) μK 

–1 . Thereby, the bond distance of M-C did not 

hange obviously with increasing temperature, and the thermal ex- 

ansion mainly occurred in the MA layers. 

Chemical bonding is essential to understand thermal expansion 

ehavior. Thus, we performed COHP calculations to get insight into 

he influence of chemical bonding on the thermal expansion prop- 

rty. According to our calculations, the phase stability was further 

upported by the positive value of the partial -COHP (-pCOHP) be- 

ow the Fermi level as shown in Fig. 6 . The integral of the -pCOHP
213 
ICOHP) below the Fermi surface gives the bond strength of M1- 

, M1-A, and M2-A, listed in Table 2 , along with the experimental 

nd theoretical values of the bond lengths. The theoretical values 

f distances between neighboring atoms are slightly larger than 

he experimental ones, and d M1-A 
∗ is longer than d M2-A 

∗, consistent 

ith the experimental results. The bond strength of M1-C, E M1-C , in 

he range of 3.18–3.25 eV, is higher than those of M1-A and M2-A, 

ndicating that M-C has a stronger covalent bonding than M-A and 

an resist high temperatures. Thus, the M-A bond length is sensi- 

ive to temperature, consistent with experimental observations. As 

hown in Table 2 , the E M1-C of 321 phases is slightly lower than

hat of 211 phases. In 321 phases, the E M2-A is about 0.3–0.4 eV 

tronger than the E M1-A . The E M1-A of 211 phases ranges between 

 M1-A and E M2-A of the corresponding 321 phases. The average 

onding energy of M-A in 321 phases, E M - A = (E M1 −A + E M2 −A ) / 2 ,

s larger than that of 211 phases, with a shorter average bond dis- 

ance, leading to their lower TECs. 

The anisotropy of the elasticity usually can be related to the 

hermal expansion anisotropy [ 16 , 39 , 53 ]. Based on the elastic con-

tants C ij and compliance matrix S ij derived from first-principle cal- 
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Fig. 6. The -pCOHP of (a) Nb3As2C, (b) Nb2AsC, (c) Nb3P2C, and (d) Nb2PC, where EF = 0 is the Fermi level. Positive values indicate bonding states, and negative ones are 

antibonding states. 

Table 2 

The experimental and theoretical bond distances ( d ), and the bonding strength ( E ) obtained by the integral of COHP (ICOHP) curve below 

the Fermi level. The theoretical bond distances by DFT are superscripted with a star symbol. 

d M1-C ( ̊A) d M1-C 
∗ ( ̊A) E M1-C (eV) d M1-A ( ̊A) d M1-A 

∗ ( ̊A) E M1-A (eV) d M2-A ( ̊A) d M2-A 
∗ ( ̊A) E M2-A (eV) 

Nb 3 As 2 C 2.2366(4) 2.2526 –3.18 2.6812(10) 2.7083 –2.31 2.5867(8) 2.6124 –2.67 

Nb 2 AsC 2.2292(7) 2.2416 –3.24 2.6596(10) 2.6918 –2.42 

Nb 3 P 2 C 2.2286(1) 2.2419 –3.22 2.594(3) 2.6154 –2.47 2.499(4) 2.5234 –2.81 

Nb 2 PC 2.2153(11) 2.2377 –3.25 2.5678(14) 2.5902 –2.62 

Fig. 7. Elastic anisotropy of Nb3As2C and Nb2AsC. (a) 3D plot of the direction-dependent Young’s modulus of Nb3As2C. (b) Elastic anisotropy of Nb2AsC and Nb3As2C in the 

xz plane. (c) Elastic anisotropy of Nb2PC and Nb3P2C in the xz plane. The vertical axis and horizon axis are along the c -axis and a -axis, respectively. 
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ulations as summarized in Table S3, the elastic modulus can be 

btained. To evaluate the anisotropy, three parameters are used, 

ncluding the ratio of Young’s modulus along the c and a direc- 

ions [58] , A 4 = E a / E c , an anisotropy index for a purely dilatational

eformation mode [58] 

A 5 = k c / k a , and the universal elastic anisotropy index A 

U [59] .

he detailed equations of them are given in Supplementary Mate- 

ials. The calculated values are listed in Table 1 . 

The departure of A 4 from 1, A 5 from 1, and A 

U from zero, de-

nes the extent of anisotropy. Based on different source data of 

lastic constants, the as-calculated values will show slight differ- 

nces as shown in Table 1 . According to our results, the A 

U value

f Nb 3 As 2 C (0.62) is larger than Nb 2 AsC (0.50). Based on the A 

U 

alue and A 5 value, the elastic anisotropy is more significant in 321 

hases than in 211 phases, which is contrary to the comparison of 

heir thermal expansion properties. 
214 
The direction dependence of elastic modulus E is given here to 

urther reveal the elastic anisotropy. For a hexagonal crystal [60] , 

he elastic modulus can be expressed as, 

 = 1 / 

((
1 − l 2 3 

)2 
S 11 + l 4 3 S 33 + l 2 3 

(
1 − l 2 3 

)
( 2 S 13 + S 44 ) 

)
, (1) 

here l 3 = cos θ in the polar-axis system E( θ, φ) . As shown in 

ig. 7 (a), the 3D view of the field-dependent Young’s modulus of 

b 3 As 2 C is dumbbell shaped. According to the as-calculated elas- 

ic constants, a comparative plot of the directional Young’s mod- 

lus in the ac plane of Nb 3 As 2 C and Nb 2 AsC, Nb 3 P 2 C and Nb 2 PC

re given in Fig. 7 (b, c), respectively. It should be noted that the 

 c > E a in Nb 3 As 2 C ( E a = 214.5 GPa, E c = 218.6 GPa) and Nb 3 P 2 C

 E a = 251.5 GPa, E c = 283.2 GPa). However, in 211 phases, the E c is

maller than E a , Nb 2 AsC ( E a = 238.8 GPa, E c = 201.4 GPa), Nb 2 PC

 E a = 298.3 GPa, E c = 279.3 GPa). The difference in the anisotropy
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f the elasticity along the a and c directions between 211 and 321 

hases could be correlated to the difference in the thermal expan- 

ion anisotropy. 

It is well known that thermal expansion behavior is strongly 

elated to the anharmonic effect in lattice [ 61 , 62 ], which could be

stimated by the Grüneisen parameter. As revealed by the calcula- 

ions, the average Grüneisen parameters ( ̄γ ) of 321 phases (1.584 

or Nb 3 As 2 C and 1.557 for Nb 3 P 2 C) are lower than 211 phases

1.622 for Nb 2 AsC and 1.661 for Nb 2 PC). This suggests the re- 

uced anharmonic effect due to introducing more MA layers in 321 

hases, which may be the underlying reason for the lower TECs in 

21 phases than in 211 phases. 

. Conclusion 

In this work, we give a systematical study about the thermal 

xpansion and the elastic/thermal anisotropy of As/P-containing 

AX phases, including Nb 3 As 2 C, Nb 3 P 2 C, Nb 2 PC, and Ta 3 P 2 C, ex-

erimentally and theoretically. According to the varying temper- 

ture XRD results, their average linear TECs are in the range of 

-6 μK 

–1 , with an excellent isotropy thermal expansion behav- 

or. Contrary to their elastic anisotropy, lower TEC and lower ther- 

al expansion anisotropy were found in 321 phases than in 211 

hases. As revealed by the COHP analysis and Rietveld refinement 

esults, the MA layers dominate the thermal expansion behaviors, 

n which the bonding strength and bond distance between M2-A 

toms are stronger and shorter than M1-A. Based on the quasi- 

armonic approximation, the theoretical results demonstrate the 

maller Grüneisen parameters in 321 phases than in 211 phases, 

uggesting a weaker anharmonic effect in 321 phases than in 211 

hases, which should account for the lower TECs of 321 phases. 

he low TECs of 321 phases, which are the lowest among reported 

AX phases, and the enhanced isotropy are beneficial for the fu- 

ure application of 321 phases in varying temperature structural- 

unctional uses. 
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